A South Australian Museum exhibition curated by Dr Philip Jones, hosted by Charles Darwin University Art Gallery

84 original hand-printed photographs of Central Australia by seven pioneering photographers. Documents and rare objects from the South Australian Museum collections combine with extraordinary images to provide a fresh view of a frontier landscape, its people and its beauty.

LOCATION Charles Darwin University Art Gallery
Chancellery, Building Orange 12 Casuarina Campus

SHOWING Thursday 9 August – Friday 5 October 2012
10am-3pm, Tuesday – Friday or by appointment
T: (08) 8946 6621 E: madge.fletcher@cdu.edu.au
W: cdu.edu.au/advancement/artcollection

Exhibition Guest Curator Floor Talks by Dr Philip Jones:
Thursday 9 August at 10am & 2pm, CDU Art Gallery

Image front: Rex Battarbee, hand-printed photograph of two Arrernte men by the Finke River, 1930s; South Australian Museum collections.